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We’re a passionate group of creatives dedicated 
to helping you design the space of your dreams. 
We believe everyone should have their own 
private sanctuary no further than a room away.

Whether you’re looking to redo your kitchen, 
bathroom interior or exterior… let us be the team 
that helps you bring your imagination to life – one 
handcrafted tile at a time.

Step One: Get Inspired

Step Two: Project Details

Step Three: Measure Your Space

Step Four: Talk to a Designer 

Step Five: Make a Plan
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WHO WE AREWHAT’S INSIDE:



Get Insp�ed

We love posting our favorite images of our 

tile to inspire! Browse through our website, 

Instagram, Pinterest and Houzz to see our 

latest tile projects and design ideas!

STEP ONE:

GET SOCIAL

BROWSE OUR TILE SHAPES

BOOKMARK YOUR FAVORITES

Explore our website! Layers upon layers of 

tile have been curated and sorted by room 

and shape for your viewing pleasure.

Don’t forget to save what you like best! The 

best way to keep all your inspiration in one 

spot is to start and idea book on Houzz or 

create a Pinterest board.



STEP TWO: Define Y�r Pr�ect

Project:

Style:

Tile Shape:

Colors:

Design Elements:



TILE SQUARE FOOTAGE CALCULATOR

STEP THREE: Meas�e Y�r Space

Total AREA

TOTAL TILE NEEDED

Overage (10%)

*20% for Moroccan Fish Scales

AREA A

AREA B

AREA C

AREA D

AREA E

Width ____ in.    x    Height ____ in.    =    ____   /144    = ____ sq. ft.

Width ____ in.    x    Height ____ in.    =    ____   /144    = ____ sq. ft.

Width ____ in.    x    Height ____ in.    =    ____   /144    = ____ sq. ft.

Width ____ in.    x    Height ____ in.    =    ____   /144    = ____ sq. ft.

Width ____ in.    x    Height ____ in.    =    ____   /144    = ____ sq. ft.

= ____ sq. ft.

= ____ sq. ft.

= ____ sq. ft.

Measure the width and height of every 

area, labeling each area with a letter.

Multiply the width and height to find 

the total area in inches, then divide by 

144 to find the amount of square feet 

needed for the area.

Be sure to measure every area that 

needs tile and add them together!

Area A Area C

Area B
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Example



We have a team of personable, skilled 

designers ready to talk with you 

about your specific project! 

Whether you know exactly what you 

want and just need help placing your 

tile order, or if you want to start from 

the beginning, we can walk with you 

through the process. Call, email or 

visit our website to request a free 

quote!

LET’S COLLABORATE

As a small team of artisans from the 

Midwest, we’re very easy to talk to! 

We work right from our studio where 

all of our tile is made by hand, so 

we’re very in-tune with every step of 

the process.

WE’RE PERSONABLE

Talk to a Design�STEP FOUR:



Task:

Notes:

Due Date:

Make A PlanSTEP FIVE:



SKETCH IT

Have fun and do your best to draw out how you envision your dream space!

Popular Tile Shapes:

HexagonMoroccan Fish Scales Moroccan Cross BubblesDiamondsSubway Tile



IT’S TIME FOR

YOUR DREAM SPACE

CONTACT

612-236-1646

www.mercurymosaics.com

info@mercurymosaics.com

Get a free quote

Start your project...

It’s time for your dream space!
If you can dream it, we can make it.


